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ONTARIO, ONTARIO, CANADA,
December 21, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- FxBrokerFeed – a
recently-launched Forex brokers
comparison platform has just released
its weekly report, based on social
broker statistics and analytics. The
platform where traders can register
and receive structured information
regarding trading broker services from
all over the world, gathers the opinions
of traders from social media channels
and presents them to registered users.
This way, they can make a decision as to whether they should invest in this broker or not, with
the help of public opinion. 

According to the weekly trader report by FxBrokerFEED and the sophisticated monitoring tools of
the service, the broker eToro has been on a downtrend in terms of social credibility status. The
famous broker has a 56% increase in negative mentions and reviews, compared to previous
weeks. The social monitoring has revealed that a lot of customers have been expressing
complains about eToro’s proxy exchanges and being unable to transfer cryptocurrencies to their
crypto wallets. Also, the social opinions have led to the conclusion that only a handful of traders
have managed to make a profit through the trader. Full report on eToro is available at:
https://fxbrokerfeed.com/reports/etoro/

In comparison, broker Plus500 has been recovering from a recent low in terms of social stature.
FxBrokerFeed reported that over the past weeks, Plus500 have been suffering from poor reviews
on the customer support side and problems connected to trader accounts. Last week’s negative
mentions and reviews were as much as 77% higher than this week’s report. According to the
social opinion, the broker has been handling the present crypto fluctuations quite well for the
time being which is a plus for the broker. Full report on Plus500 is available at:
https://fxbrokerfeed.com/reports/plus500/

In addition, FxBrokerFeed monitoring tools report that Elsewhere, Alpari, Swissquote and
SaxoBank continue to hold their positions as some of the crowd favorites in terms of reliability
and transparency.

Broker comparison service FxBrokerFeed is welcoming traders from all around the world to test
their service and receive relevant information about trading brokers and currency pairs. Traders
can join now by registering for the 30 Day free trial: https://fxbrokerfeed.com/register-now/
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